
Chicano Rappers help Keep the Lowrider
Movement Alive in San Antonio

From left to right: BGP, Fireplug, Matty, Perroh Behh,

Danny Boy, Loke G, Avery, Jon Guevara,  Dru Z,

Salmex, and Chris Yardi.

Saturday April 13th makes history in San

Antonio as a night of community

engagement at its fullest. Lowriders and

Raperos keep culture alive.

SAN ANTONIO , TX, UNITED STATES,

April 15, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

San Antonio shook with excitement at

an exceptional gathering Saturday

night April 13th, 2024 at the Pep Boys,

830 SE Military Drive, where the

Chicano community celebrated its

cultural heritage through a dynamic

mix of music, custom cars, and family-

oriented festivities. Lowriders,  models,

vendors and raperos worked the

event.

Hosted by Legends of the South Car

Club and Tejas Low Rider Movement, the event not only displayed a stunning array of

meticulously maintained lowriders, but also featured live performances from artists. Jon Guevara

of Latin Touch Records, Perroh Behh from High Vida Records, Dru Z, FirePlug, the Salmex, D-rock,

Chicano is not a painting

style, it is a description of a

culture.”

Cheech Marin

BGP and Chris Yardi, and Loke G of KBT wrecked the crowd

with their unique and individual live acts under the star-lit

San Antonio evening. Each artist has such a tremendous

amount of talent that when united, a coalition of high

caliber acts is expected. 

A memorable highlight was Loke G's performance with his

children, Avery and Danny Boy. Dressed in coordinated traditional Chicano attire—Dickies, Ben

Davis, Charlie Brown shirts, tanditos, and Nike Cortez sneakers—the family’s act became a

symbol of cultural pride and continuity, resonating deeply with the audience. Significance of the

multi-generational culture the eclectic artist's registered BMI set list proudly highlights his family.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://akmpublishing.com
http://www.kbtlokegstore.com
http://www.lokegkbt.com


Danny Boy, Mi Reyna , and Avery

Perroh Behh, Loke G, and Jon Guevara

Fashion played a significant role in the

event, with attendees donning iconic

Chicano streetwear that transformed

the venue into a vibrant showcase of

cultural identity. The clothing choices

made by the community members

were not merely about style but served

as a form of cultural expression,

proudly worn as regalia.

The event also provided a platform for

local vendors, who offered a variety of

goods ranging from tasty local treats to

unique crafts, making the pop-up a

holistic experience that celebrated all

facets of Chicano culture. The presence

of these vendors underscored the

community-focused nature of the

event, enhancing the communal vibe.

The cars themselves were more than

just a sideshow; they were central to

the evening's theme. Each lowrider was

a canvas, displaying intricate designs

and state-of-the-art modifications that

exemplify the creativity and passion of

the Chicano lowrider community.

These vehicles are a profound

expression of identity, each

modification telling a story of personal

and cultural significance. La Reyna was

featured as one of Loke G's favorite

projects of the event. With full murals

and custom interior,  even a chandelier

adorned this beautiful work of art.

The night was a celebration of Chicano heritage, brought to life through music, art, and

community engagement. It served as a reminder that the lowrider culture is not only about cars

but is a rich, living culture that thrives through such gatherings. Events like these reinforce the

cultural bonds within the community, ensuring that the spirit of the Chicano people continues to

thrive and resonate across generations.

San Antonio's commitment to such community-driven events highlights the city’s embrace of its



Chicano heritage, preserving and celebrating a vibrant culture that is integral to the city’s identity.

As these traditions continue to be celebrated, they remind us that the heart of the Chicano

community in San Antonio remains as strong as ever. A message to all tourists,  and city

entertainment managers, look to the people and entertain at the cultural level. San Antonio

demonstrates a full dedication to creating historic events to be proud of.
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